1. Place the Flue Sentinel® FS Series Fireplace Damper bottom side up on a level surface.

2. Install the FSK Air Cooled Chimney Adapter by fully inserting the crimped end of the Adapter pipe into the bottom opening of the Flue Sentinel®.

3. There are (3) mounting holes in the Flue Sentinel® pipe for fastening the FSK Adapter to the Flue Sentinel®. Openings in the slotted band of the FSK Adapter must be aligned with these holes in order to allow for pilot holes to be drilled into the FSK Adapter pipe once in place. Secure the assembly with sheet metal screws.
4. Install the FSK Weather Shield by inserting the tabs of the Shield into the slots in the bottom of the Flue Sentinel® trim ring brackets. Secure with the (3) 10-24 carriage bolts, washers and nuts found in the Flue Sentinel® Hardware Kit. Note: The (3) Mounting Legs in the Hardware Kit will not be used in this installation.

5. Turn the Flue Sentinel®/FSK assembly right side up (the FSK will be on the bottom) and install on the air cooled chimney by inserting the FSK Adapter pipe into the inner pipe of the chimney. The FSK Adapter brackets should rest on the top edges of the chimney pipes.

6. There are (3) mounting holes in the slotted band of the FSK Adapter for fastening the Flue Sentinel®/FSK assembly to the air cooled chimney. Secure the assembly with sheet metal screws.

7. Complete installation of Flue Sentinel® per FS Series IOM Form 0100-00.